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The American Political Tradition And
But as it turns out, the idea of specifically Saxon political traditions also has a deeper history. This one is connected to an enduring myth about the American constitutional tra ...
The Myth of America’s Anglo-Saxon Political Traditions
If the Ark of the Covenant—that is, our modern religious views of speech—commands morality in our speech and deference to religious authority and the sovereignty of God, the arc of western legal ...
Free Speech and the American Way
The capture of the conservative movement by the neoconservatives is one of the great ironies of modern American political life ... Southerners who defended the traditions of the South, and even more ...
The Vanishing Tradition: Perspectives on American Conservatism
Last Friday, a Trumpist group of members of Congress associated with the emerging America First Caucus circulated a policy platform that even to the untrained eye came across with a stench of rabid ...
One ‘Anglo-Saxon political tradition’ America should definitely follow: Look to the UK on gun safety
Representative Marjorie Taylor Greene said the document is a "staff level draft proposal from an outside group that I hadn't read." ...
New "America First Caucus" would champion "Anglo-Saxon political traditions"
American literature and Irish culture, 1910–55: The politics of enchantment discusses how and why American modernist writers turned to Ireland at various stage ...
American literature and Irish culture, 1910–55: The politics of enchantment
Brett Hill attended Belarusian musician and activist Siarhei Douhushau first American show at a small bar in Athens, Ohio, in March 2019, which was the start of a music collaboration that has now ...
Slavalachia: The New Music Tradition Uniting Across An Ocean, A Pandemic And A Revolution
An unfortunate outcome of the recent U.S.-China summit was the hardening of rhetoric and a bleak outlook for collaboration.
James Levey: China’s great traditions and the quest for liberalism
The rhetoric surrounding protecting the American identity and "uniquely Anglo-Saxon political traditions" ties into a toxic argument with a racist legacy that immigrants are "replacing" Americans ...
Marjorie Taylor Greene launching 'America First' caucus pushing for 'Anglo-Saxon political tradition'
DOW -0.00% S&P 500 -0.00% NASDAQ 100 -0.00% Two Republican lawmakers created an "America First Caucus" that emphasizes "common respect for uniquely Anglo-Saxon political traditions" and ...
GOP Reps. Marjorie Taylor Greene and Paul Gosar create 'America First Caucus' that emphasizes 'Anglo-Saxon political traditions'
"The hatefulness of this statement is only surpassed by its ignorance of American history and values," Buck tweeted, referencing the caucus's allegiance to "Anglo-Saxon political traditions." ...
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